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Bacteria form a significant part of the biomass on Earth and they have a huge impact on
healthcare, status of the environment and industrial processes. Automated methods are
needed in the studies of these widely varying species. This paper gives an overview of the
reconstruction procedure that can be used to create metabolic networks of bacteria based
on the knowledge about other related species. The original review about this procedure
has been given by Francke, Siezen, and Teusink [FST05].

The reconstruction of a metabolic network involves the identification of genes, comparison
of these genes against the genes of other related organisms and the reconstruction of the
pathways. The pathways are reconstructed based on the functional annotations of the
genes. It is assumed that a similar gene of the studied bacterium carries out the same
reactions as has been documented for the corresponding genein other organisms.

The loci of genes of a bacterium can be predicted based on the known promoter and stop
sequences. The predicted genes are then aligned against thegenes of other organisms.
Enzyme activities of the well aligned genes are imported into the model and an initial
model is constructed based on the reactions that could be catalyzed by these enzymes.

Further curation of the model is based on the verification of the predicted reactions and
the model integrity in terms of a balance between the reactants and reaction products.
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1 Introduction

Bacteria can be found practically everywhere in the biosphere. These tiny unicellular or-

ganisms make over 90% of the cells of our bodies [BM02] and they are responsible for

many vital roles (such as the production of organic nitrogen) of the surrounding ecosys-

tems. Some bacteria are known pathogens of humans, domesticanimals and cultivated

plants and some are used to drive industrial processes such as waste water purification,

food production and synthesis of many chemicals. It is no wonder that the properties of

these creatures are of great interest.

Reconstruction of the metabolic networks is a process, which aims to model biochemi-

cal reactions that may take place within an organism. This seminar report explains some

bioinformatics aspects of the process. The original reviewof this subject has been pub-

lished in [FST05]. The review has been used as a primary source of information for this

paper.

Metabolism refers to chemical reactions that take place within the living organisms.Metabolic

network describes a set of biochemical reactions and the relations between them. Each

reaction is bind to its reactants and produced compounds. A network is formed as some

reactions are producing compounds that are consumed by other reactions. Reactions of

the metabolic network are catalysed by enzymes, which are linked to the reactions. The

network can be seen as a representation of the dependencies between the reactions as it

describes which reactions are affecting the substrate concentrations of the reaction under

concern. An example of graph reactions and reactants is shown in Figure 1. Each reac-

tion has been labelled with the associated enzyme numbers. The numbering scheme is

explained in Section 3. Reactants have not been labelled into the image as the molecules

have quite long and complex names.

The genome of a bacterium represents all the genetic material of the particular species.

The bacteria are so calledprocaryotic organisms which means that they lack many cellular
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Figure 1: An example network of some compounds (red circles)and reactions (cyan

rectangles).

inner compartments like nucleus and endoplasmic reticulumand Golgi apparatus that are

in important roles in the regulation of the metabolism of eukaryotic cells. All the circular

chromosomes of bacteria are in their cytoplasm. Size of the bacterial genome is usually

less than that of eukaryotes but there are exceptions. The shortest bacterial genome that

has been found belongs toMycoplasma genitalium and it consists of 0.58 million base

pairs (Mbp). On the other hand, some bacteria are known to have genomes of more than

10 Mbp. The known lengths of the eukaryotic genomes range from 2.9 Mbp of some

parasites to some plants with over 4000 Mbp [Mal06].

2 Identification of the Genes

Reconstruction of the metabolic network of a new bacterium starts from the analysis of its

genome. First, the whole genome is sequenced. Second, possible sequences of genes are

identified from the genome. Third, gene candidate sequencesare compared against the

sequences of known and closely related organisms. Fourth, the original gene candidate is

annotated based on the information that is known of the best matching genes of the other

organisms.
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Genes of a bacterial genome are easier to predict than those of eukaryotes as the mecha-

nisms of the transcription and translation are straighter forward in prokaryotes. Prokary-

otic genes are usually initiated by a well known promoter sequence and the coding se-

quence contains no introns1. The coding sequence is terminated using a special stop

codon.

A sequence of a gene that has been found from the bacterium canbe compared against

the sequences of the other related organisms that are known.The sequence alignment

and similarity comparison is motivated by the evolution theory that supports a hypothesis

about a common origin of the organisms. A gene of interest mayhave evolved already in

the common ancestor of both organisms and thus its homologies may still have the same

function in both organisms. The homologous (that is they have a common origin) genes

of two organisms are calledorthologous if they have evolved from the common gene of

their latest common ancestor and if they have not undergone aduplication event. The

homologous genes of an organism that have evolved from the chromosomal duplication

of a gene are calledparalogous. Paralogous genes are likely to participate in different

cellular functions as the organism is given a change to alterthe function of each copy

without losing the pathway supported by the other copy.

Pairwise sequence alignment is an optimisation procedure that tries to align two charac-

ter sequences so that the characters of the corresponding indices match the best. Usually,

gaps are allowed not only in the beginning and end of the sequences but also in the middle

of both sequences. Two sequences ofn andm characters can be aligned
(

n+m
m

)

ways pre-

serving the order of the characters. Several so called dynamic programming algorithms

exists that can be used to find the optimal solution.Dynamic programming refers to it-

1Translation of an eukaryotic gene leads to a premature messenger RNA, which is complementary to the

encoding DNA. Some parts of the RNA are spliced out before it gets delivered to the protein transcription

machinery. The spliced out regions are calledintrons, while the remaining protein coding sequences are

referred asexons.
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erative algorithms that advance by deriving new values fromthe values that have been

calculated already. The complexity of the alignment algorithms isO(n×m) if they are

using dynamic programming.

Similarities between the characters of the sequences can begiven in a form of a scoring

matrix. The matrix consists of the alphabet on its both axis and each element represents

the corresponding similarity of the row and column character. The characters can be

the nucleotides of the DNA (adenosine, thymine, cytosine, and guanine) or they may

represent the amino acids of the proteins. A reasonable scoring matrix obtains high scores

for the identical characters and lower scores for those combinations that are biologically

unlikely to substitute each other.

The alignment algorithms can be divided into two categoriesbased on the alignment of

interest. Global alignments are complete alignments of two strings. For example two

coding regions of a gene can be compared using their global alignments.Local alignments

are alignments of subsequences of two strings and they can beused to find common

regions in these strings. A gene can be compared against a whole chromosome to find

possible homologies, for instance.

Basic local alignment search tool (BLAST) [Alt90] is a widely used algorithm for the

sequence comparisons across species. BLAST takes a heuristic approach to sequence

alignment by restricting the actual aligning to those partsof the sequence that have the

most probable candidate alignments. The candidate alignments are constructed by creat-

ing a table of high scoring alignments of short (for example 11 base pairs) subsequences

of the other string and the corresponding locations for the other string. Each candidate re-

gion is extended from both ends by maximising the ungapped alignment. Clearly, BLAST

is capable in sorting the extended alignments based on theirscores and a rank of possible

solutions can be obtained to the user [Dur98].

An alternative sequence align method to BLAST is FASTA [PL88]. FASTA starts by
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searching for the perfect matches of short sequences, say 4–6 base pairs. The short

matches are extended and scored. Alignments that do not exceed a given threshold are

dropped and a dynamic programming algorithm is applied to sequence ranges around

sequences with well scored alignments. The dynamic programming may find continu-

ous alignments combining multiple seed alignments together but the optimal alignment

cannot be guaranteed due the heuristic restriction to well scored regions.

Proteins that are not known from the previously studied organisms can be profiled against

other proteins for common residues or motifs. Sequence comparisons employ hidden

Markov models (HMM). Hidden Markov models are statistical models that can be used

to find most probable interpretations for different parts of sequences or likelihoods that

sequences represent the given phenomenon such as certain active parts of a protein.

Hidden Markov models consist of states, transition probabilities between the states and

emission probabilities for having a certain value in each state. For example, a HMM

can be constructed so that the sequence consists of amino acids coded by an unknown

gene. States may represent structural sites of amino acids in known protein structures

and the emission probabilities would be the probabilities of observing different amino

acids within the given state. The transition probabilitieswould combine states so that the

transitions from the previous position of the same structure would be more probable than

a transition to that of a complete different structure. Algorithms such as Viterbi [Vit67]

can be used to find the most probable sequence of states for theobserved sequence of

emitted values (structural sites of the protein). The algorithm keeps list of probabilities of

possible state sequences during the iteration of the amino acids and selects the most likely

transition based on the transition probability and the probability of emitting the observed

value in that state.
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3 Merging Genes to Metabolic Reactions

The initial annotations of the predicted (or found) genes provide a set of proteins. Many

proteins are known to exhibit catalytic activity within thecell and they are termeden-

zymes. Information about the enzyme activities of the known proteins have been collected

to many biological databases such as ENZYME [Bai00], IntEnz[Fle04], Uniprot [Bai05],

etc. A single protein may have several roles within the cell albeit they are famous for their

substrate specifity.

Enzyme activity of the protein means that the cell is able to carry out certain metabolic

reactions in the presence of the protein. In theory, all reactions that are accelerated by

a catalyst could happen even if the catalyst is absent or if itis in an inactive state. In

practise, the lack of an enzyme would make many biological reactions so low that they

would be of no significance for the organism or its behaviour.A missing enzyme in a

pathway could lead to accumulation of the substrates if the substrates are produced by

an energetically favoured reaction. At the same time, the downstream reactions would be

ceased in the lack of their substrates that would be the products of the stalled reaction.

Existence of an enzyme coding gene may suggest that the organism has a pathway with

a reaction that is catalysed by the enzyme. On the other hand,a metabolic pathway

known from another organism is unlikely used by the bacterium if it lacks an enzyme that

would be needed by a reaction of the pathway. An initial reconstruction of the metabolic

network can be done by simply binding enzymes to their substrates and end products. The

initial model can be compared against the known and expectedpathways to see if there

are some interesting alterations or missing reactions. KEGG [Kan06] is one of the most

famous databases for known biological pathways.

Nomenclature Committee of the International Union of Biochemistry and Molecular Biol-

ogy (NC-IUBMB) provides a widely used nomenclature for the enzyme activities [Nom92].

The standard defines a hierarchical naming convention that consists of four layers. The
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layers are used to form so called EC codes that have four decimal numbers separated with

dots. The left most number represents the most generic grouping of the enzyme catalyst

reactions, which are: oxidoreductases, transferases, hydrolases, lyases, isomerases, and

ligases. The next number divides each of these groups into more detailed groups and the

next numbers are used for ever finer clustering of reaction. The EC numbers provide a

direct mapping from proteins to their roles in pathways.

4 Model Curation

The content of biological databases is usually based on predictions and measurements,

which are both likely to be inaccurate or misleading. Yet, different databases may use

the same concept or identifier in different meanings or the same thing has been stored

in multiple copies with different identifiers. It is not only the source information of the

databases that may cause errors in the metabolic network butthe actual assumption that

the role of the homologous genes is preserved. Currently, all these issues cannot be solved

automatically and some manual curation of the metabolic model is needed.

The manual curation involves the verification of the sourcesof information that has been

used for each reaction. Practical implication of this step is that the model be constructed

with backward references pointing to the original sources of information. The inclusion

of these references into the model helps in testing the model. The backward references

provide a systematic way of integrating sources of information and they can be used by

other applications that are working on top of the metabolic model.

Automated curation of the metabolic model may be based on comparative genomics. In

this approach, the model assumptions, such as the functionsassigned to the genes, are

weighted with the context of the gene in other species [FST05, OO03]. Some of the

possible weightening criteria are listed below.
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1. Phylogenetic relatedness of the organisms provides a base measure for the plausi-

bility of the annotations.

2. Order of the genes has an important role in the regulation of bacterial genes and

thus a conserved order may be related to the function of the genes.

3. Common regulatory motifs in genes may indicate relatedness to the same pathway.

4. Fusion of genes may give arise to hybrid proteins or alterations in their regulations.

5. Essential genes are more likely to be conserved.

6. Chemical properties (such as charge) of the protein may becompared.

7. Expression patterns of co-expressed proteins of the samepathway and protein-

protein binding studies with results that are compatible with the model.

STRING [vM05] provides an integrated resource for the connectivity between the pro-

teins. The database can be used to identify links between theproteins and these links

can be further applied into the weightening function. For instance, if an active enzyme

requires some other proteins the presence of these proteinsis bacteria may form a crucial

invariant for the model. Several proteins may be needed for afunctional complex but

the dependencies may be caused by the gene regulatory systemor chaperones or other

proteins that are involved in the activation of the enzyme.

A solid metabolic network should include all pathways that are vital to the bacteria and the

model should be consistent with its known physiology. An elemental balance is required

so that the reactions consume and produce equal amounts of elements. A pathway will

not work properly unless all substrates are available. A substrate of a reaction should

be produced by another reaction or taken in from the environment. Some of the gaps in

pathways may be explained by alternative substrates that are different from the expected

ones.

Studies of evolution have revealed many cases of convergentevolution where two distinct

organisms have developed similar structures or capabilities due the adaptation to similar
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selection [CRM99, p. 476–477]. Sometimes, the convergent evolution leads to enzymes

that are not homologous but still capable to catalyse same reactions. Genes responsible

for these enzymes are calledanalogous and they should be taken into consideration when

there are gaps in pathways. Changes are that the missing reaction is actually carried out

by a gene that has not been annotated with a matching enzyme activity. Finding out the

actual functions for unknown genes is likely to involve somewetlab activities but the

initial model of the metabolic network may help in the construction of fruitful hypothesis.

The model may for example point out some possible gaps or new branches in pathways.

5 Conclusions

Metabolic networks of new bacteria may be reconstructed using the existing information

about the metabolism of the related species. The application of the pre-existing knowl-

edge may give rise to issues of its suitability for the bacterium in concern. Fortunately,

some of the issues can be tackled with further annotations and manual curation of the

data. Experiments may be needed where the predicted model contains gaps between the

metabolic reactions or ambiguities.

The authors of [FST05] suggest that the construction of the metabolic network starts right

after the initial annotation of the protein coding genes found from the bacterium that is

studied. The reasoning for the early construction is that the metabolic network provides a

useful model for further annotations and hypothesis, whichaid in the gradual curation of

the model.

The model construction is a practically endless procedure that may lead to ever more

accurate predictions about the underlying cell chemistry.The construction of the pathway

topology can be followed by the flux analysis modelling of theactual reaction rates and

the regulation of the pathways. The metabolic network of theenzymes contains less than

30% of all genes of a bacterium [FST05]. The other genes may beresponsible for the
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gene regulatory system or they may encode structural parts of the cell.
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